
Water usage is a continuing issue in the Middle East. Whether searching
for new sources for growing cities or for thirsty crops, Middle Eastern
governments are on a difficult hunt to find enough water to meet
everyone's needs. If you were a leader, what are two steps you would take
to encourage your citizens to use less water in their daily lives?
Two steps that could be taken to reduce water usage and promote conservation are:
1. Provide incentives to households or companies who have reduced their water usage over time.
2. Reducing the cost of water conservation and recycling technologies. 
These methods will be successful as companies and households can see reduced bills or other incentives if conservation methods are employed. Reducing the
cost of conservation technologies ensures access to a wider section of the population. 

Answer:

Two steps that could be taken to reduce water usage and promote conservation are:

1. Provide incentives to households or companies who have reduced their water usage over time.

2. Reducing the cost of water conservation and recycling technologies.

These methods will be successful as companies and households can see reduced bills or other incentives if conservation methods are employed. Reducing the
cost of conservation technologies ensures access to a wider section of the population.

Explanation:

A rightward shift of the supply of loans curve would a. decrease the supply of loans.

b. increase the supply of loans and increase the interest rate.



c. increase the interest rate.

d. reduce the interest rate.
What is a saturated market like for sellers
The movement in opera known as "verismo" is best exemplified by
Good news for an industry that typically produces inelastic goods can Select one:

a. be good news for individual producers because when these factors shift the supply curve to the right it increases total revenues.

b. be bad news for individual producers because when these factors shift the supply curve to the left it decreases total revenues.

c. be bad news for individual producers because when these factors shift the supply curve to the right it decreases total revenues.

d. be good news for individual producers because when these factors shift the supply curve to the right it increases total profit.
When john and mary go on their first date, john reveals extensive personal information to mary. what is the likely result of john's self-disclosure?
When opening a file in Windows, the creation of ____ helps bridge the gap between the characteristics of physical devices and directory and file system
structures by providing a memory-based representation of shareable physical resources.
Which of these most directly impacts a persons physical health? A. food and nutrition
B. friendship
C. feelings
D. mood
The economy of agrarian societies was based on _____.
oxygen (o) is a gas found in the 16th column of the periodic table. What statement is true about oxygen and he other elements in that column?
Increase 200 by 17%

please help
Which statement best explains why objects are pulled toward Earth’s center? Earth has a magnetic force that is strongest at its core. Earth has a much greater
mass than objects on its surface. The weight of the atmosphere pushes objects toward Earth's surface. The strength of the Sun’s gravity pushes down on objects
at Earth's surface.
Select all of the following that are examples of high quality proteins. casein
albumin
albumen
roughage



30 hundreds equals how many thousands
patient smith receive 4 tablets of medication dosages daily. one tablet is 225 milligrams, two tablets are 0.125milligrams each and one tablets is 0.75 milligrams.
what is the patient's total daily dosage of medication in milligrams?
The nation that did not take part in the Potsdam meetings was: a. Russia
b. France
c. Great Britain
d. the United States
Why did japan attack pearl harbor pre-emptively??
beth drove 45 miles and used 3 3/4 gallons of gas.Martha drove 85 miles and used 5 2/3 gallons of gas.which driver use fewer gallons of gas per mile
the museum's show for July features 30 oil painting by diferent artist. all artists show the same number of paintings and each artist shows more than 1 painting.
how many artists could be featured in the show ?type of art : oil painting 30,photographs 24, sketches 21.
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